
UK’s Constitution

Constitution:  A constitution is a set of rules which regulates or governs the behavior of those individuals who are forming part of
the state. The state comprises 3 arms, namely the legislative (the law-making body), the executive (the law implementing body), and
the judiciary (the law interpreting body).

State: makes, implements, and interprets the Laws. (L.E.J)

Uk’s Constitution:
● In modern states, there is a requirement that the constitution should be codified in a single text. Most of the modern states have

developed a codified constitution as a result of a revolution (revolution: change of power).
For example, The US constitution is a product of the US War of Independence. Similarly, Pakistan's constitution is a result of
the independence it gained from the British empire.

● On the other hand, the UK has not seen a revolution in its history & hence it has only been subjected to an evolutionary
process. The UK has evolved from being a pure monarchy to a constitutional monarchy. Where the monarch is subjected to a
constitution.

● The UK’s constitution is found in multiple different scattered sources. Such as:
1) Acts of parliament/ statutes: [only those acts of parliament are considered as part of the constitution which apply to

state officials. Eg: Magna Carta, etc.

Magna Carta: A document that gave certain rights to the English people. It started to protect their rights and
property against a tyrannical king.

2) Case laws/ common law: The laws made by the courts,
3) Constitutional conventions: These are rules of constitutional behaviors which are considered to be binding upon the

state officials but are not legally enforced by the courts.

Breach of conventions will not have legal repercussions but rather will only have political repercussions. Eg:
● The Queen will never refuse Royal courts.
● The Queen will always appoint the leader of the ruling party as the PM.
● The Queen will always act on the advice of ministers.
● The ministers will be selected by the PM from the elected members of the parliament.
● Ministers will have to answer questions in the parliament & if they fail to do so, they must resign.
● The government will refrain from office as long as it refrains the confidence of the parliament.

➔ The UK’s constitution is partially unwritten due to the unwritten nature of conventions.
Elements of a modern constitution:
A constitution is considered to be modern if it archives the following aims:

1) Limitation of power
2) Separation of power
3) Accountability of the government
4) Protection of civil liberties.

Key principles of UK’s Constitution:
1) Rule of Law: (Every individual & the state must act in accordance with the law as applicable upon them.)
2) Parliamentary Supremacy: (Parliament is supreme, The parliament has unlimited law-making powers).
3) Separation of powers.
4) Curtailment of Royal Prerogatives.
5) Devolution of powers to Scotland, Wales, & Northern Island.
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Executive and judiciary
1) Judicial review.
This is a review conducted by the courts on executive actions. This apparently breaches SOP but there are certain rules of JR such
as: requirement of justiciability, and  bar on substantive intervention which prohibits the courts from interfering in executive actions
and hence maintains SOP.
2) Appointment of judges/ judiciary:
Prior to CRA’ 2005, the Lord Chancellor (a position) appointed the judges. This raised doubts as to judicial independence.
CRA’ 2005 hence established an independent judicial appointments commission for appointing judges. (after CRA the independence
of judicial system have increased in the UK)
3) Tribunals
These are executive bodies but perform judicial functions. However, tribunal, courts and enforcement act 2007 gives a certain level
of independence and impartiality to the tribunal officers.

→ Intra vires: Legal duties that do not create any hindrance for an individual.
→ Ultra vires: Doing something illegal or morally and ethically wrong or out of your description of
duty.

Overlap between legislature, executive and judiciary.
1) The crown. The seat of crown extends over all the 3 arms of state. However, the crown’s role in any of the arms is virtually
non-existent.
2) Lord Chancellor.
Prior to CRA 2005, the office of Lord Chancellor extended to all 3 arms of state.
In parliament: He was the speaker of the HOL,
In government: Senior cabinet minister,
In judiciary: Senior most judge in the JCHOL.
CRA 2005, reform the office of lord chancellor. He is no longer speaker in the house of lords nor is he a judge in the supreme court.
He is only a senior cabinet minister.

Blackstone’s definition of SOP:
According to him, strict SOP would lead to constitutional deadlock. Rather than complete SOP, he recommends that there should be
sufficient overlap so as to ensure checks and balances and to avoid abuse of powers.

Accountability
Accountability means that there must be responsibility and answerability of the ones who are having powers within the state.

Why do we need accountability:
1) To ensure rule of law/ limitation of powers.
2) To ensure/ uphold constitutionalism.
3) To increase public confidence.
4) To legitimize governmental actions.

The principle of accountability dictates that the ones who have the powers must be held accountable towards the ones who have
given them the powers.

– The unwritten part of the constitution comes from conventions.
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